
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a research developer. To join
our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for research developer

Maintain and improve existing audio, video, and interactive auction software,
including media production, high-speed broadcasting
Maintain current, and design future versions, of real time audio and video
production computer hardware and operating system software
Design (from scratch or from wire frames), develop, test, deploy and support
apache modules and other software used during live events, in order to
increase responsiveness and decrease memory footprint
Participate in design and code reviews, with a mandate to provide the fastest
possible code at an extremely high level of reliability
Analyze existing server software/hardware and recommend, design, and
implement performance enhancements in all areas, including database, web
server, networking, security, and reliability
Conceptualize design solutions, often with project teams, to achieve intended
results
Consult with internal design teams on applications, information and content
structure, user interface, and presentation
Identify new opportunities to leverage technologies
Identify, acquire, and investigate new technologies that may provide useful
functionality or enhance existing systems
Values the very best technologists and promotes the technical career path
within financial services

Qualifications for research developer

Example of Research Developer Job Description
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Applied knowledge of Data Management and Warehousing (Hive, Warehouse
architecture, Kimball’s model, OLAP), an understanding of Hadoop as
Enterprise Data Warehousing (EDW), Columnar storage databases
You’ll work in the Mendeley Data team, a pizza sized team of individuals
centred around a common goal — to make sharing research data easy,
enjoyable and empowering
You will be building a user-centered website which adheres to standards and
is progressively enhanced to offer a rich experience for capable browsers,
whilst offering a basic experience for all browsers
Using restful APIs to build a client application, and helping shape those APIs
to support new functionality
Our front end stack is delivered from a Node server which directly consumes
the API and transforms the response into HTML, acting as a proxy for client
side AJAX requests


